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PURPOSE  
To outline WSNCC’s specific responsibilities to correct difficult behaviour in compliance with the 

Employee Standard’s Act when other procedures have not met with success. 

 

POLICY  
In support of the WSNCC principles, the organization seeks to support and strengthen staff and make 

every effort to improve performance before corrective action is used. Regular feedback, training and goal 

setting are important components of on-going performance improvement.  

 

The formal corrective action process will be used only when informal attempts to resolve the situation 

have failed.  

 

Employees will know what standards are expected and the organization will make reasonable attempts to 

assist the employee in meeting expectations through a job description, regular supervision meetings and 

performance reviews.  

 

Any formal corrective action procedures will respect the privacy of the individual and require the 

approval of the Executive Director.  

 

While corrective action will be used when appropriate, WSNCC reserves the right to move to more 

advanced disciplinary steps as it deems appropriate up to and including termination.  

 

PROCEDURE  
Performance Improvement  

1. Supervisors should work with all employees to continuously improve upon their work. Some 

performance issues may be minor and easily addressed through informal feedback from the supervisor 

and should be addressed on an on-going basis.  

 

2. If there is an area of job performance where the employee is not meeting the standards expected by 

WSNCC, the supervisor will meet with the employee to clarify the job expectations and discuss ways 

in which the employee can meet these expectations.  The supervisor and employee may agree to 

remedial assistance that will be provided by the organization and develop a schedule to review the 

employee’s performance.  

 

3. The supervisor and employee should record and sign the goals and schedule and put these in the 

employee’s personnel file.  
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Corrective Action  

Verbal Reprimand  

The supervisor will meet with the employee in a private place and discuss the problem by indicating 

behaviour that has been observed or goals or aspects of the job requirements that are not being met.  The 

supervisor will indicate that this meeting will be recorded as part of the formal discipline procedure and 

advise the employee that failure to correct the situation will result in further discipline.  

 

The supervisor will summarize the meeting.  The summary will be reviewed by the Executive Director 

and a copy will be given to the employee and put in the employee’s personnel file.  

 

Written Warning  

If the behaviour is not changed, another meeting with a written record may be held.  The Executive 

Director may attend these meetings.  A formal written warning will be issued and the Executive Director 

will approve any written correspondence.  

 

Suspension  

In unusual circumstances, the supervisor and Executive Director may feel a suspension is appropriate and 

they may suspend an employee without pay for a period of time, based on the seriousness of the problem 

or incident.  The employee will be given written notice of the suspension, cause of the suspension, and 

length.  A date for a future meeting upon returning to work will also be identified in the letter.  

 

Termination  

If the Executive Director feels that appropriate progressive discipline steps have been taken but the 

performance problems have not been corrected, she/he may make the decision to terminate an employee.  

 

See termination policies.  
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